14th Annual New Products Showcase
From attics and foundations to
floors and doors, this year’s batch
of entries is one of our most
innovative yet.
COMPILED AND EDITED BY JUDY PENZ SHELUK

Drywall Screwgun Model DCF620D2
New to its 20V MAX line of power tools,

(DCF6201) will also be available for

DEWALT announces the launch of the

users looking to drive collated strips of

DCF620 20V MAX brushless lithium-ion

screws. Collated screw systems allow

drywall screwgun with Extreme Runtime

users to work faster, while minimizing

(XR), designed for drywall carpenters
looking to cut their power cords. The

dropped/wasted screws.
www.dewalt.com

new drywall screwgun is ideal for both
residential and commercial
drywall hanging applications—driving screws

Strong-Drive SDWH Timber-Hex HDG Screw

into both wood and

The new Simpson Strong-Tie Strong-

gral washer, which eliminate the need

Screw Auto-Feed

Drive SDWH Timber Hex-HDG screw

for pre-drilling and a separate washer.

Magazine Attachment

requires no pre-drilling and replaces 3/4”

Reducing the installation time with a fast,

and 5/8” bolt, washer and nut assem-

easy driving screw is particularly benefi-

blies, saving installers’ time and cost. It is

cial to installers who are either on a lift or

specifically designed to resist severe cor-

suspended 15 feet off the ground drilling

rosion levels in heavy-duty marine and

holes through 12-14” thick piles.

coastal applications, such as piers, board-

The screw’s hot-dip galvanized coating

walks, structural pilings and docks.

meets the requirements of ASTM A153,

This .276” diameter hot-dip galvanized

Class C, making it suitable for heavy-duty

screw features a SawTooth point and an

marine and coastal applications. Another

oversized .930” diameter oversized inte-

key benefit is the ability to install it from

Elite+ Front Entry Doors

colour or your choice of five wood

one side of the pile.

Westeck Windows and Doors is proud to

decors. Choose a stainless steel or

The SDWH Timber Hex-HDG screw is

launch the new Westeck Elite+ exterior

designer material inlay for further appeal.

available in five lengths, ranging from

door collection. These modern, European

Designer hardware includes the lat-

4” to 12” and features a 3/8” hex-drive

doors are decorative, discreet and high

est in door lever and handle styles as

head for secure driving.

quality.

well as technology including biometric

www.strongtie.com

Elite+ doors are designed for the discern-

finger-scan entry and built in exterior

ing customer. They embody modern

Led lighting. Industry leading insulation

aesthetics and allow for the ultimate in

values using quad-pane warm edge

customization and performance. Doors

sealed units achieve U value ratings as

are available in any powder-coated RAL

low as 0.13Btu. The design choices are

steel studs. A Collated

endless with door dimensions up to 45”
wide and 98” tall as well as options for
matching sidelights or transoms. Westeck
Windows and Door’s is located near
Vancouver BC with two plants and 160
dedicated staff members.
www.westeckwindows.com
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AlumiPro Cedar Renditions

MemBrain
Introducing CertainTeed MemBrain,
the Smart Vapour & Air Barrier Film. Moisture is an
issue for every builder and the hidden risk in every home—particularly in climates with extreme seasonal fluctuations. CertainTeed has a
revolutionary way to help get it out with Membrain. It looks similar to typical
polyethylene sheeting, but is actually a patented polyamide-based material. What makes MemBrain unique is its ability to adapt its permeability
New in 2015, Royal Building Products’

virtually maintenance-free without the

depending on climatic conditions. Available at home centres across Canada.

AlumiPro Cedar Renditions combines

flammability issues. Additionally, Cedar

www.certainteed.com

the strength and durability of aluminum

Renditions is between one third and one

siding with show-stopping curb appeal

half of the cost of real cedar, yielding high

exclusive to the Canadian market.

design at a lower price point.

Aluminum siding has been a popular

Easy to install and LEED compliant, Cedar

cladding material on Canadian homes

Renditions™ is 100 percent recyclable

for decades with little to no innovation

and made from 99 percent recycled

in product offerings until now. Based on

content. It is also moisture proof and

feedback from customers and home-

backed by an industry leading 25-year

owners, Cedar Renditions is Royal’s

prorated limited warranty.

answer to the demand for updated, inno-

Cedar Renditions™ is available in three

vative aluminum product development.

beautiful shades that resemble real

Perfect for accent siding, main siding and

wood: Amberwood, Sycamore and

soffit, Cedar Renditions features unprec-

Spanish Moss. Profiles include D4, D4

edented wood grain detail that looks like

Designer and V Groove.

real cedar wood from any vantage point.

www.royalbuildingproducts.com

Unlike real cedar siding, this product is

LEGACY Line of Vinyl Membranes

Duradek, the original Walkable Roofing

sionals, Duradek has been the leader in

Membrane, responds to market

waterproof deck membranes for over

demands for naturally inspired textures

40 years and provides low maintenance,

and colours for outdoor living space with

stylish solutions for outdoor living space.

touchscreen locks, passcodes can poten-

its new LEGACY line of vinyl membranes:

www.duradek.com

tially be jeopardized by unwanted guests

“Inspired by Nature. . .Designed to

detecting frequently used numbers and

Withstand It.”

characters from the oily residues left by

Legacy Pebble Beach:

Cellular PVC Trim

fingers on the touchscreen surface. With

Duradek has perfected the trend of a

Ply Gem PVC Trim and Mouldings are

SecureScreen a, users are prompted to

natural stone look on low maintenance

an accessible, low-maintenance alterna-

touch two random numbers in order

outdoor walking surfaces with Pebble

tive to traditional wood trim, designed

to display the full screen and enter the

Beach, which brings a remarkable aggre-

to work well with nearly any siding type.

programmed access code. This industry-

gate pebble appearance to decks in a

Now available across Canada through

first technology encourages continuous

simple, one-step application while main-

Mitten Building Products distribution

use of the full screen to mask the correct

taining the reliable, low maintenance

locations, Ply Gem Trim and Mouldings

access code.

waterproof protection you have come to

enhance the home around windows,

SmartCode Touch installs in minutes

trust from Duradek.

doors, columns, eaves and more. Unlike

with no hardwiring required: a Phillips

Legacy Barnwood and Driftwood:

engineered wood, Ply Gem cellular PVC

Weiser SmartCode 10 Touchscreen

head screwdriver, four AA batteries and

A look similar to aged wood without

trim holds paint better, won’t crack or rot,

pairs cutting-edge technology with

a ruler are all that’s needed to install the

sacrificing safety, security or waterproof-

especially in damp climates and extreme

unmatchable security and sleek design.

deadbolt. The deadbolt features a master

ing peace-of-mind. Up close, you can

temperatures, is resistant to insects and

The SmartCode Touch is a keyless,

code that prevents unauthorized users

recognize the characteristics of the vinyl

does not contain chemicals like treated

touchscreen deadbolt and the newest

from adding or deleting user codes for

membrane with its slip resistant, textured

wood. Available in smooth or an authen-

product to offer Weiser’s patent-pending

extra security.

surface; but when laid out on a deck, the

tic woodgrain finish, Ply Gem Trim and

SecureScreen technology to consumers.

The SmartCode Touch is available for

colour blends and pattern allow the eye

Mouldings offer a wide range of design

SecureScreen technology helps prevent

purchase at select retailers.

to pick up the traditional appearance of

features and versatility that take a home

the problem of “smudge” attacks associ-

www.weiserlock.com

wood grains.

from simple to stunning.

Exclusively installed by trained profes-

www.plygem.ca

SmartCode 10 Touchscreen

ated with touchscreen locks. With typical

www.HomeBuilderCanada.com
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New Reveals

Precast Concrete Foundations

Plastic Components’ New Reveals—and PVC trims—for

Superior Walls Alberta now offers precast concrete foun-

fibre cement board deliver a cleaner job and a better

dations for new construction projects throughout rural and

finish. Plastic Components manufactures a variety of

metropolitan areas of Alberta. Located in Claresholm, Alta.

rustproof PVC trims for 5/16” and 1/2” cement board

Superior Walls Alberta manufactures dependable precast

systems that protect the board edges and manage mois-

concrete wall foundations for residential and commercial

ture infiltration. Matching reveals create aesthetic details.

projects. The innovative Xi Walls systems are created in a

Conforms to ASTM standards.

factory-controlled environment and then installed in one

www.plasticomponents.com

day on the job site by certified crews, so that builders can
immediately begin construction.
In 2012, the Canadian Construction Materials Centre
(CCMC) declared Superior Walls precast concrete insulated wall panels were evaluated for use in Canada.
Xi wall panels feature steel reinforced concrete and
2-1/2-inches of insulation to create a permanent barrier against sidewall water penetration. Unique features
include:
• 5,000+ PSI concrete
• Steel-reinforced top bond beams, concrete studs and
footer beams

Wet/Dry Vacs

• Horizontal steel rebar inside top and bottom beams

The new line of RIDGID Professional Industrial Wet/Dry

• Vertical steel rebar inside each stud

Vacs was built specifically for commercial and industrial

www.superiorwalls.ca

users. The line features 12 vacs designed to exceed jobsite and user demands.
Along with standard high-performance features such as
powerful motors, professional hoses and easy portability,
the line features two cutting-edge models: the Motor-onBottom (MOB) 1650RV and Smart Pulse RV3410.
The MOB, the first-ever vac to have the motor on the bottom, has 24 percent more power than any other RIDGID

Advertise Where the Action Is

vac. The additional power adds no extra noise due to the
integrated Scroll Noise reduction system and the drum
surrounding the motor. The position of the motor creates
a stable, low center of gravity so it won’t tip over.
The self-cleaning Smart Pulse Wet/Dry Vac—ideal for fine

Home BUILDER is the
advertising avenue of choice

dust applications— has two filters and an integrated sensor that continuously monitors suction efficiency. When
the sensor detects a pressure difference, it automatically

among Canada’s largest

begins an alternating, pulsing cycle to push air through

manufacturers of building

All RIDGID Professional Industrial Wet/Dry Vacs are

products and suppliers to

the filter, thereby cleaning the filter.
equipped with features that professionals want, like
upgraded, long-life Pro Hoses, Quick LockT fastener-free

the residential construction

filters and long power cords. The vacs are backed by the

industry. Their marketing

www.ridgid.com

RIDGID Full Lifetime Warranty.

research has shown Home
BUILDER delivers the best
value because it is read by
more of the customers they
need
to reach.
The
News,
The Facts
The Stories...
514-620-2200
sales@work4.ca

homeBUILDERcanada.com
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Panorama Universal
Post

Heat-Sheet
Installing radiant floor tubing has never
been so quick and easy with Heat-Sheet:
• Compact (2’ x 4’) and easy-to-handle
Heat-Sheet panels securely interlock
together.
• Tough preformed nodules resist
jobsite breakage and form the multidirectional tubing channel grid.
• Tubing easily “walks into place” (in half
the time or better)
• Stays in place (without ties, clips or
staples in most cases)

Meet the new generation of Topless

www.heat-sheet.com

Glass Railing Systems: the Panorama
Universal Post, a 2 ½” x 2½” post with a
new, triple-channel design that enables a
single post to function as either an inline,
corner or end post.
The multi-function insert component provides the ultimate versatility for custom
projects allowing you to adjust your glass
height and angles (up to a 60° variance)
for a nearly limitless range of options for
your outdoor designs.
Features:
• 30° multi angles
• Surface or Fascia mounted
• Optional top rail cap
• Available in 9 standard / 180 custom
colours
• Accommodates unique shapes and
custom designs like curves and angles
• Option of different glass types or
alternate material options for a louver
look.
• Gap from deck to glass allows for easy
cleaning and snow removal
• Ideal for wind wall applications
• Privacy screen or Fencing options
possible
Durarail is manufactured by Excell Railing
Systems Ltd. It is sold exclusively through
the Duradek network of professional
waterproof contactors who have been
specializing in decks and rails since 1974.
www.excellrailing.com

ColorTouch Programmable High-Resolution Touchscreen Thermostat
The Venstar ColorTouch residential

trol; humidity sensor; simple-as-you-want

as the ability to support the handling of

and commercial programmable high-

operation for ease of use; programmable

specific signals from the utility provider.

resolution colour touchscreen ther-

fan; and remote and outdoor sensor

Venstar’s free Skyport mobile app is

mostat features Wi-Fi inside for access

readiness.

available for Apple iOS, Android and

anywhere, anytime via Venstar’s Skyport

The ColorTouch can also be pro-

BlackBerry mobile devices or directly

Cloud Services and Venstar’s free Skyport

grammed to display a custom picture

from the Web to instantly access and

mobile app. The ColorTouch delivers

gallery of up to 100 files to be used as a

control multiple thermostats at numer-

top-of-the-line programmable HVAC con-

screensaver, wallpaper or slideshow.

ous locations. ColorTouch thermostats

trol and features up to four heat and two

The ColorTouch also offers Automated

are now available online and throughout

cool stages; gas, electric or heat pump

Demand Response (ADR), which

North America from Venstar’s exclusive

control; dual fuel capability; setpoint lim-

enables users to participate in utility-

network of Wholesale HVAC Distributors.

iting; API for third-party monitor and con-

generated load shedding events as well

www.venstar.com
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Attic Hatch

Wall Beds
Have you noticed that spaces are getting smaller? Clients are looking for
more space saving design solutions to
maximize the function of their homes.
In response to the increased amount of
multi-family development and multigenerational homes in the housing market, Superior Cabinets has just launched
a new line of Wall Beds.
Superior’s wall beds meet the need for a
well-appointed space that serves multiple functions, even in a small space. They
can be used as a stand-alone solution
or can be incorporated into a cabinetry

214 All Weather Windows is excited to

ers trying to reach the highest R-rating.

design that will serve multiple purposes.

announce its latest innovation that will

In April, the Attic Hatch won Product of

Your space can be designed for use as a

It has a folding one-piece support leg

help save builders time and ultimately

The Year at the annual Durham Region

home office, den or sitting room that you

with stabilizing bar making it simple to

lead to more energy efficient homes. The

Homebuilders Association (DRHBA)

will use daily, but can be easily converted

set up. The wall bed frame has beech

new Attic Hatch is an easy-to-install, low

awards. The Saskatoon & Region Home

into a room that will make your guests

wood slats for improved bed comfort.

maintenance, and readymade innova-

Builders’ Association also named the

comfortable.

The Minimum Depth Requirement for

tion. It is made almost entirely of recycled

Attic Hatch the Innovation of The Year in

This easy-to-use wall bed folds away

a Superior Cabinets Wall Bed is only 16

materials, including a thermally broken

February.

when not in use. The piston lift mecha-

1/2” when the bed is closed.

PVC frame and recycled door cutouts

The Attic Hatch concept was conceived

nism is easy to open when needed.

www.superiorcabinets.ca

that reduce air flow. Rather than stan-

during one of our many conversations

dard-grade weatherstripping, the Attic

with builders looking to streamline con-

Hatch uses automotive-grade stripping to

struction and provide the very best in

Zip System Stretch Tape

form an airtight seal. The optional insula-

energy efficiency—the ideal product for

ZIP System stretch tape is a one-piece

tion dam allows for attic access while

those builders who see every aspect of

installation flashing tape that easily

maintaining insulation. The Attic Hatch

construction as an opportunity to save

stretches to fit sills, curves and corners

meets new building codes and comes in

energy.

without having to piece tape segments

R36 or R60 installation values for build-

www.allweatherwindows.com

together. The tape is made of a highperformance composite acrylic and conforms to challenging applications, locking

CVP Flat Roof Manual Venting Skylight

out moisture even over mismatched

Opening up a flat roof with a skylight or

built-in curb, double-glazed flat glass and

tape can be pulled up and reapplied for

Sun Tunnel can transform a room and

a polycarbonate cover for added energy

hassle-free installation, providing a tight,

fill it with natural light. VELUX offers a

efficiency. The special structure of the

energy-efficient seal in no time!

range of options for flat roofs, which are

dome deflects the rain and hail, while

www.huberwood.com

all designed to add a design statement,

the combination of an exterior dome,

keep heat loss to a minimum and let

double-glazed low-energy flat glass and

in natural light. The impact in terms of

insulated curb reduces aircraft and traffic

daylight and fresh air is transforming. The

noise along with other disturbances. The

Glass shower doors

VELUX CVP is a manual venting flat roof

PVC exterior frame is maintenance free

Basco Manufacturing, a leading manufac-

glass options, Strata and Vessence, within

skylight with a control rod that allows

and installation is easy!

turer of custom glass shower doors and

their Infinity, Deluxe and Supreme prod-

for ventilation. The unit has an insulated

www.velux.ca

enclosures, has launched two dynamic

uct families. The newest glass options are

surfaces. Additionally, ZIP System stretch

available in seven of the RODA by Basco
collections.
The two glass options offer new textures

1

that join an extensive collection of finishes for the shower enclosure. Strata offers

2

a subtle obscure view through textured
lines that rain down the panel, while

3

Vessence features light aesthetics of
texture through varying champagne like

4

bubbles gliding down and around the
glass surface. Each glass option is avail-

1. Polycarbonate cover
2. Double glazed glass unit

22

3. Polystyrene insulation
4. PVC profiles
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able in 1/4” and 3/8” thickness.
www.bascoshowerdoor.com

www.HomeBuilderCanada.com

Maxum 9
High-performance flooring

Maxum 9 is the latest addition to the H-P Products Central Vacuum power unit family.

AdvanTech flooring is a high-performance engineered panel designed to

significant improvements that will appeal to a variety of homeowners. Unlike its predeces-

replace plywood and commodity oriented strand board (OSB) floor sheath-

sors, the Maxum 9’s 240v motors are arranged in

ing. Fabricated in highly controlled production facilities utilizing advanced

a series configuration that results in greater suction

resin technology, AdvanTech flooring delivers the total performance package

power, better long-term performance and effective

of strength, fastener holding, moisture resistance and quality. AdvanTech

dirt-free cleaning, with less noise.

panels help eliminate floor bounce and squeaks by being manufactured

Families with children who suffer from asthma or

to meet ESR-1785 specifications. This report documents the higher design

allergies will appreciate the CleanShield disposable

strength of AdvanTech panels, which also feature fastener holding power to

filter bags that eliminate exposure to airborne par-

keep fasteners securely in place. For moisture resistance, AdvanTech floor-

ticles since there is no recirculation of vacuumed

ing, backed by a 500-day no sand guarantee and lifetime limited warranty,

dust or allergens. Two to three times a year, home-

has one of the lowest water absorption rates in the wood structural panel

owners simply remove, seals and replace the bag

industry.

without releasing accumulated dirt or debris.

www.advantechperforms.com

The new generation of homeowners that will soon

With new innovations that improve performance and dampen motor noise, H-P has made

flood the market will look for new homes with
built-in technology that makes life easier. Central
vacuums with Maxum 9 power bases are easy to
install in homes big or small and allow for quick,
convenient clean up around the house. Builders
who seize opportunities to install central vacuums
as a part of their larger home builds, and even
light commercial spaces, will appeal to a generation conditioned to technologies that enhance
convenience.
www.h-pproducts.com

Home BUILDER Readership Survey
A recently conducted Readership Survey by Work-4
Projects Ltd. shows an overall readership for Home BUILDER
Magazine of over 115,000. This figure was compiled from
multiple readers per issue reaching 77,443, plus a pass-along
readership of 37,735.
Survey Finding High-lights:
 70% of readers read over 75% of the content.
 73% view over 50% of the ads.
 Readers said that that their best source for industry information was a tie
between magazines and the web.
 89% of builders and 83% of renovators rated the information presented as
very useful or useful.
 Most profitable products are windows, doors and decks. Kitchens and
bathrooms lead interior profitability.
 Top features that help sell homes are kitchens and baths, design features,
energy efficient products and flooring.

HomeBuilder@work4.ca | 514-620-2200

www.HomeBuilderCanada.com
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